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Richardson: The Balancing Act

Ahmad Corbitt, our executive spotlight, is a perfect

You may want to check out Evan Poff’s spotlight on the

example of someone who has coped well with success

billion-dollar industry of medical devices. Additionally,

and failure. You can hear more about his story on our

you may enjoy reading the book reviews on Beyond

podcast, Measuring Success Right, on iTunes and Spotify.

Juggling and The Zookeeper’s Secret (both written by BYU

Success can also bring positive benefits, like vacations.
Victoria Beecroft brings up the issue of why there is no

Editor’s Letter:

The balancing act

Dear Readers,
stop by a Danish office at 5 PM, you will find nearly every

exhausting. Rarely are rewarding work, deeply satisfying

desk empty. Compare that to your own office at 5 PM here

relationships, and rejuvenating self-care tied up in a

in the U.S.

gambling in Hawaii and the positive reasons for this

Hopefully, you will find answers on how to balance

political stance. In Utah, tourism is largely based on

your own life as you read this issue. Please share with us

skiing and national parks. Jhana Aristondo conducted a

your thoughts about the articles by commenting on our

data analysis of the economic impact of tourism on the

Facebook page or LinkedIn profile. For more information

state of Utah. His findings could shape the way Utah state

on how to rebalance your life, listen to the MSR podcast,

allocates funds to engender more tourism in our state.

Measuring Success Right.

your life, you may outsource those aspects of your life
that you do not enjoy, so you can spend more time on
your job, plus enjoy some free time. A perfect example
of this is hiring someone to cook and clean at your

Ryan Stenquist explores Sino-American business

home. But, when you outsource, are you being fair to the

relationships. After studying in China, he points out,

people you hire? Kylan Rutherford explores the problem

“To a twenty-first century Chinese company still heavily

of forced labor in Hong Kong. The statistics are striking

influenced by Confucian ideals, suggesting something

that every four seconds, another person is entrapped into

different from what a manager puts forward is often

forced labor. Sometimes, these employees suffer physical

considered disrespectful, inappropriate, or brazen.”

and emotional abuse at the hands of employers who offer

explore the balancing act of business professionals who

Understanding

them jobs under false pretenses and prevent them from

teeter between relationships and work, as well as success

change the way you, as a business professional, interact

and failure in their external and internal lives.

with Chinese corporations. Bett Andersen’s article on the

Buckner, and Carlson, ask the question, “Has life for the
dedicated post-modern careerist been reduced to ‘You’re
born, you juggle, then you die?’” Hopefully, that is not the
pre-destined fate of all contemporary adults.
In this issue of Marriott Student Review, our authors

Business and Lean In.

Sometimes, to help you achieve a better balance in

The balancing act of contemporary life can be

package and delivered on your doorstep. Sandholtz, Derr,

professors) as well as the reviews on the books Mean

these

relationship

differences

may

Enjoy reading,

Marianna Richardson
Dr. Marianna Richardson
Editor-in-Chief

returning to their homes.

importance of strong communication skills in business

Relationships and Work
A leader who tries to develop caring relationships
at work is sometimes seen as weak and unproductive.

underscores this point.

Success and Failure

Sarah Romney explores the need for more empathetic

Students and professionals alike should develop healthy

leadership in American businesses. In her editorial, she

and productive coping mechanisms that will allow them

explores why business leaders tend to think they should

to handle their failures and turn them into empowering

not show empathy to their employees, and why this

opportunities for growth and fulfillment. Failure can cause

mindset should change.

you to seek coping mechanisms that amplify the problem,

Sarah Gardner looks at the differences in the work-life
balance between Denmark and the United States. If you

Published
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rather than fix it. Jake Thorpe discusses some positive coping
mechanisms for failure and adversity.
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the

empathetic
leader

Responsible. Authentic. Driven.
These are the top three qualities that undergraduate business students identified as being
important traits in a great leader. In a study conducted by Svetlana Holt and Joan Marques
from Woodbury University, students in five business classes at Woodbury were asked to list
qualities that they thought would be essential for a leader to be effective. Of the ten most
common traits, “empathy” was consistently rated the lowest (Holt).
Why was empathy always rated lower than the others? Attempting to answer this question,
Marques and Holt surveyed MBA students at the same school on why they think this occurred.
The most common results were summarized into two themes that describe why earlier
respondents rated empathy so low (Holt):

1.

Respondents believe that empathy is inappropriate in business settings.

2.

Respondents have a lack of familiarity with empathy.

The fact is not that empathy is an unimportant quality in a business leader. In reality, it is
quite the opposite. But unfortunately, business students lack an understanding of what
empathy is and why it is important for a leader to be effective. There is also a perception of
leadership in our society that makes us think that business leaders are not, and should not, be
empathetic. We must change this mindset.

by sarah romney
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol2/iss3/1
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What is empathy?

Why do leaders need empathy?

Before relating empathy to business leadership, it is

Empathy is valuable in all social interactions and

necessary to understand what empathy is. Marques and

relationships, but here are a few key reasons why it is

Holt define it as the “ability to understand the feelings

especially important for business leaders.

transmitted through verbal and nonverbal messages, to
provide emotional support to people when needed, and
to understand the links between others’ emotions and
behavior” (Holt). Essentially, empathy is being able to
recognize and understand how people are feeling.
It is important to note that there are two distinct kinds of
empathy, and both are important for effective leadership.
These are cognitive empathy and affective empathy.
Cognitive empathy refers to the ability to perceive what
others are feeling. Affective empathy is being able
to feel what others are feeling. These are not necessarily
experienced together, but the ability to recognize others’
feelings helps leaders to act accordingly and the ability
to feel what they are feeling helps leaders to connect to
the person and have the desire to help them (Humphrey).

These four abilities, along with other essential roles
of leaders, are positively influenced by the empathy that
leaders demonstrate.

What can be done?

Resolve group needs. One of the roles of a leader is to

With a better understanding of what empathy is and

focus on and resolve the needs of a group. Empathy enables

how it relates to leadership, it may not be hard to accept

leaders to recognize what those needs are and perceive the

the idea that empathy is important. However, there are

needs of individual group members (Bell).
Obtain followers. No one is a leader without followers.
In the Gallup-created book Strength Based Leadership,
researchers found four key traits that explain why people
follow. One of these is compassion. As the book explains,
“most leaders are hesitant to show genuine compassion
for the people they lead . . . but the results of our
studies suggest that it might be wise for these leaders to
take a lesson from great managers, who clearly do care
about each of their employees” (Rath).
Be a hero. Many great leaders are known for the
risks and sacrifices that they make on behalf of others.

What do the studies show?

Empathy contributes to a leader’s ability to perform such

Multiple studies have resulted in a positive correlation

benefits others). This is because leaders are better able

between leadership and empathy skills. One study

to recognize when people are in distress and need help

reported a correlation of .44 between the two, signifying

(Humphrey). Even in business settings, leaders must take

that 20 percent of the variance in leadership scores may

risks and make sacrifices to accomplish something that

be due to empathetic ability (Bell).

benefits the organization.

still many narcissistic leaders in the world and many

followers
react well
when they
feel that
their leaders

care.

students with the mindset that empathy does not relate
to business leadership.
Business programs may focus too much on hard social
skills to prepare students to be leaders. Instead of learning
to be self-focused, business students should focus on
developing the soft, inter-human skills that are just as
necessary as other skills (Holt). Empathy emerges in early
childhood (Bakar), but can be developed throughout
one’s life with continual effort (Holt). So let us put forth the
effort necessary to develop the ability to be empathetic
and make it known that this is one of the most important
qualities that a leader can possess.

heroic acts, or any prosocial behavior (a behavior that

Furthermore, another study focused on young, “gifted

Get positive results. Followers react well when they

and talented” students and measured empathy in terms

can feel that their leaders care. Having an empathetic

of ability to understand and serve others, develop others’

leader motivates people to trust in, identify with, and

potential, leverage diversity, and be aware of political

bond with their leader. These feelings also satisfy peoples’

dynamics. Leadership was also measured in terms of

need for affiliation and leads to a collective identity, group

self and people management skills. The testing resulted

cohesiveness, and organizational citizenship behavior

in high, statistically significant correlations between the

(Choi). Studying teachers at a school, Yan Lussiez found that

empathy-related skills and the leadership abilities (Bakar).

with an empathetic school principal, teachers were more
likely to respond positively to the principal and give more

having an
empathetic
leader
motivates
people to
trust in,

Notes
Bell, Graham B.; Hall Jr., Harry E., “The Relationship Between Leadership and Empathy,” The
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, Vol. 49, No. 1, 1954.
Holt, Svetlana; Marques, Joan, “Empathy in Leadership: Appropriate or Misplaced? An
Empirical Study on a Topic that is Asking for Attention,” Journal of Business Ethics, Vol. 105,
No. 1, 2012.
Humphrey, Ronald T.; Adams, Laural, “Empathy and Leadership,” Handbook of Heroism and
Heroic Leadership, 2016.
Bakar, Abu Y. A.; Noriah M.; Abidin, Mohd H. Z., “The Relationship Between Domains of
Empathy and Leadership Skills Among Gifted and Talented Students,” Procedia — Social and
Behavioral Sciences, Vol. 116, 2014.
Lussiez, Yann W., The Empathic Principal: The Relationship Between Empathy, Transformational
Leadership, and Teacher Self-efficacy, University of New Mexico, 2009.
Choi, Jaepil, “A Motivational Theory of Charismatic Leadership: Envisioning, Empathy, and
Empowerment,” Journal of Leadership and Organizational Studies, Vol, 22, No, 1, 2009.
Rath, Tom; Conchie, Barry, Strengths Based Leadership, Gallup, New York, 2008.

identify with,
& bond with
their leader.

effort toward their job (Lussiez). To get the best results out of
individuals and teams, leaders must show empathy.

Published
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WOR K - L I FE
BALANCE:
Denmark

VS USA

Growing up, I never really saw my dad. He was around for the
important things, but I knew that his focus wasn’t really on me; it was
on his work. Soon after my dad turned fifty-five years old, his workaholic
tendencies caught up to him. His heart rate and blood pressure spiked,
which caused him to incur some brain damage and increased his risk of
a heart attack. After this event, he could no longer function at the same
capacity. He couldn’t work, he could hardly socialize, and it would take
him years to recover—both mentally and emotionally. This health crisis

by s a r a h g a r d n e r

happened in large part because of his working too much.
But in the United States, this kind of working isn’t uncommon—in
fact, some might say working yourself to death isn’t a bad thing and
is even the best route to success in business. But what are the costs?
According to Joan Williams, a legal scholar and director of the Center
for WorkLife Law, Americans define success as “sacrific[ing] other areas
of . . . life in order to achieve workplace success.”1 So what kind of effect
does this have on workers? Clearly not a good one. Is this really the
best attitude to have? I think the easy answer is no. Before addressing
possible solutions to this issue, consider the differences between
Denmark and the US in the areas of work-life balance.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol2/iss3/1
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often demands the sacrifice of a healthy personal

Priorities

DEN M A R K

and family life.

The reason for Danish success in work-life balance has

In Denmark, there is a much different attitude about

everything to do with their priorities. In Gray’s article, one

work-life balance. “Stop by a Danish office at 5 pm and

Dane pointed out that “money is not as important in the

nearly every desk will be empty.”2 Despite working

social life here as, for example . . . [in] America.”6 Danes

significantly less hours, Danes still take pride in their work

work fewer hours, enjoy more flexibility in their work, and,

while also enjoying a healthy lifestyle outside of work.

on average, tend to be better educated than Americans.7

Studies show that more educated, religious, tolerant,

Although Danes earn a lower income on average than

and caring countries are better at implementing family-

Americans, Danes compensate for this by having better

friendly work practices and policies.3 In addition, another

life satisfaction. In Figure 1 (below), Danes also enjoy

study suggests that having a good work-life balance

better environmental quality, more social support, and

increases both job satisfaction and family satisfaction.4

safer cities than Americans.

But even if a healthy work-life balance is good for

T H E U Sa

employees, how does work-life balance affect a company’s
success? In 2011, one company (First Tennessee Bank)

So what can Americans do to change their unhealthy
work-life balance? How can Americans become more
three suggestions that can help Americans have a
better work-life balance: (1) family-friendly work
policies, (2) reasonable work hours, and (3) a healthier
focus on happiness.

F A M I LY - F R I E N D LY
WOR K P OL I CI ES
In order for companies to truly respect a work-life
balance, they need to have policies in place to support

America, on the other hand, has cheaper housing

employees—especially regarding building a family.

gauge what effects it would have. Soon after, retention

costs and higher income. Simply put, Americans

Policy options include paid maternity/paternity leave,

increased by 50 percent, leading to 7 percent higher

value money. The culture required to earn the most

flexibility in the workplace, and general work schedules

customer retention; this resulted in $106 million of extra

money demands long work hours, strict company

that support family life. Figure 2 (right) illustrates the

profit over two years. As evidenced by this pilot program,

policies, focused attention on work above family,

current situations for paid maternity leave.

work-life balance practices are beneficial for employees

and a (highly) competitive attitude. 8 In summary,

and employers alike, and Denmark excels at this.

becoming a successful businessperson in the USA

Paid Maternity Leave
As shown in Figure 2, the USA has no legal mandate
for paid maternity leave in the USA. Working USA parents
are guaranteed only an unpaid twelve-week leave.9 In

Ranking

the child is nine.10 These policies show that Denmark not
only supports the birth of a child, but also the immense
amount of time required to raise a child long after birth.

usa

Published
12 | MSR by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019

USA: 0 weeks
Figure 2.
Data from U.S. Department of Labor and
Oresund Direkt.

that can be flexibly applied to either the mother or
father and can be used in a flexible timespan up until

Income

Housing

Civic Engagement

Education

Health

Environment

Jobs

Community

Work-Life Balance

Safety

Flexibility
Life Satisfaction

Figure 1.
Data from OECD Better Life Index.

Denmark: 52 weeks

contrast, Denmark offers fifty-two weeks of paid leave

B e t t er L i fe I n de x
Denmark

MATERNITY LEAVE

like Danes in their attitudes? Consider the following

piloted a flexible, supportive work environment to

5

PAID PATERNITY AND

family. As Joan Williams stated, “it doesn’t take three or
ten months to raise a child, it takes twenty years.” 11 As
important as maternity leave is, supporting families is
so much more than that—and Americans can do better
at recognizing that.

In addition, companies can support families in the

Studies have also shown that initiating family-friendly

workplace by providing flexible options for employees to

work policies—especially if a company is the first to do

work. Examples include job shares, telecommuting, stable

so—has a positive impact on shareholder return values.12

scheduling, and a general respect for important family

Initiating family-friendly policies has a positive impact on

events. Such policies or values practiced in a company will

both employees and companies and can be well worth

better support both men and women striving to build a

the time and effort needed to implement them.13

Volume II, Issue III |137
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more expensive housing costs when compared to their
income than Americans do.20 Had the housing costs been
cheaper, this could have explained why Danes do not
focus on earning a high income.

It doesn't take
three or ten
months to
raise a child.

Some words in the Danish language illustrate the

A Better Focus

It takes twenty years.

attitude Danes have towards employment: hygge

It seems that Danes have a general lack of desire to earn

(pronounced hoo-gah), meaning “a feeling of coziness

a higher income because their priorities are elsewhere.

and contentment or a warm glow” 23, and arbejdsglæde

Despite lower income, Danes have lower unemployment

(pronounced

rates and higher gender equality in the workplace than

“happiness at work.” 24 Hygge is widely celebrated

the USA.21 For Danes, a healthy work-life balance and

in Denmark, as they focus on the family, personal

higher life satisfaction are much more important than a

fulfillment, balance, and happiness.

big paycheck, and definitely worth the lower income.

simply

meaning

These attitudes towards work highlight the Danish

For a business, focusing on revenue and employee

definition of an ideal worker. An ideal worker in Denmark

effectiveness is clearly important; however, just as

values family over work and understands the importance

important is a focus on the well-being of its employees.

of a good work-life balance. One woman shared her

Employees with better life and family satisfaction are more

personal experience of moving to Denmark in order to

productive, healthy, and creative in the workplace.22 Even

achieve a more positive lifestyle.25 She shared that Danish

without being required by the government, American

work environments are built on trust and that Danes

companies ought to adopt these shorter work hours and

spend less time commuting and more time living.

and their families.

A limitation to Danish work success (shown in Figure
1) is that Danes have a much lower average income than
Americans; the USA has a significantly higher income

is the ideal lifestyle, in Denmark, they’ve shown otherwise.

than all other countries surveyed in the Better Life Index.17

As shown in Figure 3 (right), the average Danish work

The reasons for this may be associated with certain

week is 38.5 hours for men, in comparison to 42.5 hours

governmental policies. For example, Denmark has the

for men in the USA.

Danes also enjoy five weeks of

highest personal income tax (surveyed by the OECD) at

mandatory vacation for both holidays and family events,

53 percent, compared to the average at 24 percent. This

and they have a policy that employees should not have to

income tax contributes to free, socialized education and

work more than an average of forty-eight hours a week.

health care.19 Because Danes do not need to pay for health

15

In addition to fewer hours worked, Danish employers
highly respect the personal and leisure time of their
employees. Instead of dinner or weekend meetings,
Danes strive to have midday or lunch-time meetings to
respect employees’ needs to return home to a family.16

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol2/iss3/1
14 | MSR

Denmark

18

usa

care or education, they may not need a higher income. In
addition, what may have started as a higher income could
be smaller, partially because of high tax rates.
Additionally, Americans have a better ratio of income

44

w e e k ly w o r k h o u r s

Figure 3.
Data from OECD Better Life Index.

Average Weekly Hours
Full-Time

Despite a mentality in the USA that working long hours

14

are-bites-glue),

have an attitude of respect towards employees’ own lives

Limitations

R E A SON A B L E WOR K
H OU RS

H E A LT H I ER FO C U S ON
H A P P I N ESS

42
40
38
36
34
32

Men

Women

to housing expenses, meaning that Danes have much
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strategy include Spotify, Skype, and Candy Crush Saga.

5

wheelhouse
A place or area where someone is free to practice
his or her specialty or star power. The term
originated as a name for the house where boat

pilots were free to practice their core competencies in
the wide-open ocean. You may hear something like this:
“She is in her wheelhouse with this project!”

23 Internations, “Denmark: Balancing Job, Family & Hygge,” Accessed Nov 1, 2018, https://
www.internations.org/denmard-expats/guide/denmark-balancing-job-family-hygge-17495.

employee retention, increased productivity, and a better

4

Rif

or laid off.

northern-europe/denmark-business-culture/work-life-balance/.

16 Melanie Haynes, “How Denmark is nailing the work-life balance – and what we can learn

18 OECD Better Life Index, “Denmark.”

policies, reasonable work hours, and a healthier focus on

A product or service that is very new, a little more

are using and implies some uncertainty and unreliability.

15 Business Culture, “Work-life balance,” Accessed Nov 1, 2018, https://businessculture.org/

prestige. A shift in focus will benefit companies more than

life balance. As companies strive for family-friendly work

1

Bleeding edge

stats.oecd.org/index.aspx?DatDataData=ANHRS.

17 OECD Better Life Index, “Denmark,” Accessed Nov 1, 2018, http://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.
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9 United States Department of Labor, “Family and Medical Leave Act,” Accessed Nov 1, 2018,
https://www.dol.gov/whd/fmla/.

life to the fullest by taking the focus off of income and
27

buzzwords

3

Growth hacking
A business strategy focused on growth. It usually

Notes

refers to startup businesses with low budgets that

(2018). Bleeding Edge. Retrieved from www.investopedia.com

use creative and inexpensive strategies to get

What is: Growth Hacking. Retrieved from optinmonster.com

customers. For example, a startup company may use a blog or
social media to build awareness and attract customers.

(2018). Freemium. Retrieved from www.investopedia.com
Reduction in Force. Retrieved from www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools
Stevens, H. (2018, May 9). Catchphrase Du Jour: Wheelhouse. Retrieved from www.
chicagotribune.com

29 Munn, “Unveiling the Work-Life System,” 411.
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Navigating Modern
Sino-American
Business Relationships
By Ryan Stenquist

China has rattled the world in a matter of just a few years;
the People’s Republic of China has moved from a poverty-stricken nation struggling with an
oppressive dictator in 1976 to one of the most powerful and international economies in the
world in 2010, only thirty-four years later. According to the World Bank, China’s GDP takes
second in the world next to the United States with the annual equivalent of US$11.2 trillion.
The far-eastern nation has not only financially exploded, but it has also opened up to the rest of
the world in this same short blink of history. Americans observe this great progress, combined
with the newfound discretionary income of hundreds of millions of Chinese millennials, and
understandably rush to invest and build. However, to fully engage in these great business
opportunities China presents to the West, foreigners must learn the complexities of China’s
unique financial and social environment.
In order to understand these business relationships at any level, it is important to understand
national perspectives that the United States and China have held for each other for the
last several decades. A recent article on Sino-American media relations by the International
Communication Gazette offers an interesting perspective gained by text-mining news articles
(i.e., by systematically searching for key words relating to American and Chinese trade and finding
patterns in the results). Perhaps the most interesting and applicable find in this research is the
conclusion that “the state [of China] has over time repositioned itself in response to challenges
posed by competitive world powers, especially the United States.” Surely both the United States
and China care about their international statuses, but the previously mentioned article shows
line-by-line how China has—in the last forty years—taken itself from the perceived position of
a poisonous, toy-making industrial wasteland (which was proven to be unfairly exaggerated
and largely a misplacement of blame from the perpetrating toy companies) to “a leader in world

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol2/iss3/1
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in the country and ended the meeting with the assertion

once discussed one of these cultural nuances during a

These Confucian ideals create another cultural

stronger and involved bureaucracy. Because China’s

that China was rigorously enforcing international law.

presentation to students. In his experience attending

phenomenon often misunderstood by foreigners. To

financial system is a command economy (an economy

They further claimed that the results of their efforts were

business meetings, a 名片 (mingpian), or name card,

a traditional Westerner with the belief that all people

where government commands and directs economic

the near-perfect compliance of private businesses. The

is essential to participation. At the beginning of each

should be treated or esteemed equally, it poses no

activity), top officials of the Communist Party of China

agent further explained that for the entire meeting, he

meeting, each attendant will set his or her name card on

problem for a worker to appropriately and tactfully

are intimately concerned with how foreigners interact

and his coworkers were irritated at what they considered

the table by his or her seat and then spend time casually

disagree with or contradict his or her supervisor. In fact,

with their markets and how products, information, and

a clear lie. When the meeting ended, they all exited the

talking while circling the room and looking at other cards.

these types of employees are often lauded as brave

intellectual property are exchanged. Whereas the Western

building. As the motorcade of government officials

When the meeting starts, everyone in attendance already

and innovative by coworkers as well as by the higher-

world’s companies interact as independent entities with

left the Chinese government compound, they passed

knows whom to give deference. One of the key members

ups they confront. However, to a twenty-first century

only minimal, generalized government intervention,

shop after shop selling USA trademarked and branded

unique to every important Chinese business meeting is

Chinese company still heavily influenced by Confucian

Chinese companies interact with the world under a

“knock-offs.” Through the rest of his explanation of his

a government representative who always deserves an

ideals, suggesting something different from what a

single banner of communist China, with government

interactions with Chinese businesspeople, he highlighted

elevated level of respect because of his or her sway on the

manager puts forward is often considered

their respectful attitudes and gracious hosting, but

political relationships of the company with the Communist

disrespectful,

the prevailing message he conveyed was that “trade is

Party. These traditions, Dr. Heath explains, clearly stem from

As the D.O.J. agent puts it, “the CEO of a

absolutely not fair” and “the Chinese take every advantage

ancient Confucian ideals of honoring those in higher rank or

company may be saying something totally

they can get from you.”

authority. The relationships “ruler to subject, father to son,

off-base, but his supporters in the meeting

husband to wife, elder to younger, and friend to friend” thus

are embarrassed to say anything in front of

receive the analogous addition of “manager to employee” or

him. But later on, they kind of say hey . . .

“CEO to CFO” in a business setting. To an outsider, this sort

you were kind of wrong, etc., etc. Or, a lot of

of ceremony and placement of respect might seem overly

times they will say some things in front of

time-consuming, unexplainable, and frustrating. However,

him they know aren’t right and aren’t true,

to the Chinese, this is a sign of respect to all in attendance

but that’s what he wants to hear, and I see

and a way to prepare for the business ahead.

that every day. They think we’re arrogant

These viewpoints, strong as they are, are shared by
many who do business with China. While certainly hardnosed negotiation and some instances of unfairness are
a part of Sino-American trade, more exploration into the
Chinese perspective can profoundly pacify harsh feelings
and help avoid these frustrations altogether. Dr. Alan
Heath, a Chinese professor at Brigham Young University,

inappropriate,

or

brazen.

punks because we stand up and say ‘wait’ in
a group, or school, or public forum or dare
question a politician. . . .They would never

A Categorized and Controlled Economy
The four distinct groupings of Chinese commerce

do that. Never. And it carries over to business
where the boss is always right, whether he’s
wrong or not.” On this point, the rebellious,
independent workforce of the West must
simply swallow this difference in ideals to
make ground for more important areas of
bargaining. In order to cooperate at all with

To a twenty-first century Chinese company still
heavily influenced by Confucian ideals,
suggesting something different from what a
manager puts forward is often considered
disrespectful, inappropriate, or brazen.

Chinese business, Westerners must learn to

Manufacturing

Services

Mining

Finance

do what frustrated employees in China have learned to

unashamedly interfering in regular business to ensure

do: preserve the boss’s reputation in public and tactfully

benefits for the country as a whole. This leaves American

make suggestions and corrections in private.

businesspeople left to negotiate not only with fellow

Furthermore, foreigners intending to interact with
China must learn to overcome dealing with a much

Published
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The Keys ofJoint Venture Control
1.
2.
3.

The power to appoint and remove the China joint venture's
legal representative.
The power to appoint and remove the general manager of
the China joint venture company.

One of those specific officials is 史静翰 (Shi Jinghan),

Chinese individuals for joint venture: funding for your

or Jim Allen, a financial authority (金融办) near Pingtan,

company that would otherwise be hard to obtain, ability

China. His work and educational experience includes

to work with the local and national governments, and

earning a master’s degree in accounting followed by

ability to connect with the Chinese better.

ten years of accounting work for a major technology
firm in California. After his work in the United States,
he moved to China to help manage and develop the
finances associated with infrastructure in Pingtan. He not
only regulates financial systems and bureaucracies, but
also fundraises for government projects. His university

Control over the company seal, or "chop."

emphasis was international joint ventures, and he has
an interesting perspective with a strong Communist
Party lean. According to Mr. Allen, joint ventures as an
absolute requirement for foreign investment in China is

exchange they make will satisfy the foreign company, but
also satisfy the Chinese economy.
Another difference in business operations that often
frustrates foreigners is the government requirement of
joint venture—creating an “equal” partnership with a local
Chinese individual or company. Through native Chinese
support and networking, American businesspeople find it
much easier to navigate the Chinese business world and
effectively culturally adapt the company. This is, at least,
the point that is made in China’s Investment Catalogue,
a guide distributed by the People’s Republic of China to
foreign investors. The catalogue also places industries
into certain groupings and based on those groupings
establishes various levels of foreigner tolerance. Some
rare and prized areas such as construction of hydrogen
refueling stations, development and manufacturing of key
components for 3D printing devices and establishment
and operation of city parking facilities are placed in
the “encouraged” category, with tax breaks and other
benefits attached. Other areas, such as aerial photography
mapping, editing and publishing of books, newspapers,
and periodicals, and research institutes of humanities and
social sciences, are on the prohibited list. Nonetheless, it
is possible to bypass a restriction on the negative list by
making a plea to the ministry of commerce.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol2/iss3/1
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孔锐悠 (Kong Ruiyou), or Ron Kramer, an employee
of China Life Insurance and a former undergraduate and
master's student of accounting at 人民大学 (Renmin
University of China) in Beijing, shares a native Chinese
perspective of these ideas and policies. His company is
70 percent government-owned and is China’s largest
health insurance provider. To him, the largest difference
between Chinese and American business ideology is that
“to communicate with the Chinese, in most cases you
have to focus on the network. But, when dealing with
Westerners, not necessarily foreigners, but Westerners,
especially people from Europe or the USA, we can mostly

a thing of the past. After opening up to the world, China
now is completely welcoming of foreign investment and
does not interfere with ventures foreigners would like to
pursue in the country. When asked about the industries
which are in fact legally required to create joint ventures,
such as large technology and car industries, Mr. Allen
admitted that the government required a majority
Chinese presence. To the question “Why?” his response
reflected his personal optimism and positive perspective
towards the government he represented. He innocently
responded, “In those areas, we simply want to work with
you.” He continued to list all the benefits of working with

While these benefits certainly make joint ventures
appealing, from the perspective of foreigners they
can also be a dangerous and complex game to play.
Harris & Bricken is an international firm with offices
in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Barcelona, and Beijing,
among other places. Its blog, Chinalawblog.com, gives
interesting legal perspective into how Chinese culture
has affected national joint venture law. “Our China lawyers
have far too often seen foreign investors make a mistake
that effectively leaves them without control—a mistake
so fundamental that it accounts for most of the failed
equity joint ventures in China. The mistake is assuming
that Chinese joint ventures are managed according to a
Western model, under which the board of directors has
controlling power over the company.” They explain that
the three things necessary to maintain control in these
joint ventures are (1) the power to appoint and remove
the China joint venture’s legal representative, (2) the
power to appoint and remove the general manager of the
China joint venture company, and (3) control over the
company seal, or "chop." Even if the Western company

focus on the business itself.” He goes on to explain that
this network is not just about making the business more
profitable, but rather about even allowing business to be
done at all in the nation and then specific provinces and
localities. From his perspective, “the law enforcement in
China is not very good. . . . Law enforcement, whether it
is strict or loose, depends. It is determined by the officials
case by case. There is not a consistent standard for them
to tell you what kind of behaviors are strictly forbidden
and what are allowed. This makes foreigners feel unsafe.
They don’t know what ‘the bottom line’ is. . . . You not only
have to be familiar with the laws and regulations, but also
with the specific officials you are dealing with.”

“Our China lawyers have far too often seen foreign
investors make a mistake that effectively leaves them without
control—a mistake so fundamental that it accounts for most of
the failed equity joint ventures in China. The mistake is
assuming that Chinese joint ventures are managed according
to a Western model, under which the board of directors has
controlling power over the company.”
— Western & Brick Law Firm
Volume II, Issue III |2312
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controls 51 percent or more of a company’s stock, the

that’s true. Especially for traditional industries. But this

Other major changes to Chinese business are seen

above three conditions will overrule their ability to keep

is not the case for AI or the computer industry. Because

on the social level with the rise of Chinese millennials.

“China Joint Ventures: A Warning.” China Law Blog, 28 Aug. 2014, www.chinalawblog.
com/2014/08/china-joint-ventures-a-warning.html.

control of the company. Chinese businesspeople are well

in these industries, the lower level of employees, if they

According to a study by Haworth, a global furniture

aware of these rules, and unfortunately often use their

don’t like the boss, they say, ‘Okay, I can quit. I can find a

manufacturer that observed employees in Airbnb,

“China’s 2017 Foreign Investment Catalogue Opens Access to New Industries.” China Briefing
News, 3 Aug. 2017, www.china-briefing.com/news/2017/07/11/china-releases-2017-foreigninvestment-catalogue-opening-access-new-industries.html.

more detailed knowledge of them to take advantage of

boss who is better and where the pay is better, too.’”

IBM, Honeywell, LinkedIn, Shell, and other companies

foreign investors. Story upon story is told of companies
losing rights to management after the necessary skills
and technology of a company are gained by local Chinese
forces. Again, according to Harris & Bricken, “The Chinese
side to a joint venture will typically refuse to give the
foreign party . . . measures of control. It will argue that
it should control the joint venture for reasons of both
efficiency and expertise. In many cases, it also will claim
that it cannot bring its political connections, or 关系
(guanxi), into play unless its own people fill the legal
representative and general manager slots. This argument
is usually just a smoke screen for the Chinese side trying
to secure the true levers of joint venture control.”

Mr. Kramer is not the only one who has recognized
that the times may “be a-changing” for business in China.
As one example, Tesla is expected to be capable of
negotiating unprecedented deals for foreign automobile
companies in China because of its electric vehicles.
Bloomberg states, “A relaxation of the joint venture rule
would give companies like Tesla Inc. the opportunity to
set up fully owned manufacturing operations in China,
the world’s biggest market for electric vehicles.” This
would be in line with goals created by party officials
to reduce carbon emissions. Business Insider reports:
“From China’s point of view, easing the JV rules could
spur considerable production of electric vehicles and

in China, Chinese millennials are set to make changes
to the workplace. “They are one of the most unique
generations in history, and nowhere is this more
pronounced than in China; rarely has so much change
occurred in just one generation. Four major factors
have influenced the experiences and expectations of
the Chinese millennial—Economic Reform, One Child
Policy, Technology Boom, and Traditional Systems.”
According to the study, the Chinese workplace is set
to shift from “standardized to personalized,” from

Notes
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“hierarchy to communal,” and from “escape to embrace”
as millennials take charge. Foreign entities can only
hope that these changes will help make Sino-American
ties more open, understandable, and efficient.

These complexities are made even more difficult when

related infrastructure, as powerhouse western carmakers

considering the way bosses, superiors, and authorities

position themselves to grab new market share. For Tesla,

are treated in Chinese culture. Mr. Kramer reiterated

not having to go through the JV process could rapidly

companies have never been more important or profitable

what Mr. Kevins had stated in a previous interview with

accelerate its move into China. But Tesla’s much larger and

as they are now. With linguistic, moral, governmental,

his own interpretation of Chinese relationships in a

more China-experienced competitors might not like it. A

and legal systems developed entirely independent of

company. When asked if he would prefer working for a

carve-out for Tesla, even if they also benefit, could lead to

each other for thousands of years, these relationships

Chinese boss or an American boss, he responded quickly,

charges that Musk and his company gained preferential

also prove the most difficult and complex to navigate.

“An American.” He discussed his current relationship with

treatment by avoiding the JV policy.” At a Tesla store in

These associations typically culminate in joint ventures

his Chinese boss this way: “In most cases, I will follow his

Hangzhou, China, a native Chinese employee shared his

where both parties fight for dominance and control of

orders, even if it is absolutely incorrect or even ridiculous.

own confidence that the company will continue to spread

the company and where Chinese government influence is

And I’m pretty sure that 99 percent of Chinese workers

throughout China and be a strong part of China’s goal to

often used as leverage against the economic strength of

will have the same choice as mine. It’s a sad story, but

go electric.

American industry. From the car industry’s careful planning

Relationships

between

American

and

Chinese

described by Jim Allen to international copyright battles
fought by a U.S. Department of Justice agent, it is clear

“In most cases, I will follow [my boss’] orders, even if it is
absolutely incorrect or even ridiculous. And I’m pretty sure that
99 percent of Chinese workers will have the same choice as mine.
It’s a sad story, but that’s true.”

that guanxi, hard negotiation, and clear understanding of
law and local officials is vital to enterprise between USA
and Chinese businesses.

—Accounting manager at a top Chinese life insurance provider
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possibly could be the next year. I spent that year excelling

Coping mechanisms for failure can be largely grouped

academically, taking all of the classes in the business

into three categories: (1) proactive, (2) reactive, and (3)

school I could, participating in extracurriculars, and

suppressive. In this paper, I will discuss these different

growing personally.

coping mechanisms and how they can apply to each of

I was eventually accepted into another program in

Coping Mechanisms in

the business school. During my first semester, I took a
couple of classes in the program that I previously wasn’t
accepted into. I hated them. They were not at all what I
thought they would be. Furthermore, the program that
I had enrolled in was engaging, fascinating, and made
me feel like I was not only adequate, but that I could
thrive. I realized that oftentimes, failures are there for
our benefit. Our responses to those situations are what
define our future.

us. Certain people with different personality types will
be more successful with different coping mechanisms.
Having self-awareness and a knowledge of our emotional
tendencies will help us recognize these patterns in our life
and know how we can apply these different mechanisms
in the way that is most effective for us.

Proactive Coping
As previously stated, rejection and failure have the
opportunity to serve as catalysts for growth, albeit

I have learned that we often impose much higher

uncomfortable growth. Studies have shown that the

expectations on ourselves than is necessary, productive,

most productive method of coping is to take a second

or even healthy. For some reason, be it social media or

to analyze what happened, have honest self-assessment,

popular culture, it is being ingrained in our minds to

and set goals to improve in the future. This is so successful

associate our self-worth with our achievements, GPAs,

for coping because it places control back in the hands of

physical appearance, or even relationships. I would argue

the individual. Instead of reacting to external stimuli, the

that we are the most socially prescribed, perfectionist

individual can grab it by the horns and say, “This is how

Two years ago, I applied for a program at the Marriott School. I reviewed

generation that has ever existed. But sometimes things

I’m going to make sure that this doesn’t happen again,” or

my applications with mentors and even went over everything with one

just don’t work out. We fail. We struggle. We don’t get the

“This is how I can refine my goal and attain it.”

of the former heads of the department, who expressed his confidence in

job. We don’t get into the program we wanted.

and adversity

my experience and confidence that I would be accepted to the program.
By all accounts, I should have gotten in. You can imagine my surprise and
disappointment when I learned that I was not accepted to the program. I was
frustrated and demoralized, and I even equated the rejection to mean that I
was personally inadequate. After a few days, I decided that rather than mope
and stew over my disappointment, I would spend the next year building
my résumé and growing myself, so that I would be as ideal a candidate as I

For example, a research study determined that in a

Nonetheless, failures—or perceived failures—are a

sales atmosphere, both experienced and inexperienced

necessary part of growing and changing. Adversity breeds

salespeople who believe that their failed sales call

resilience and grit. These “failures” represent a unique

resulted from using the incorrect strategy are likely to

opportunity to have honest self-assessment and to improve

intend to change their strategy in future similar calls.

ourselves. Unfortunately, we often let these failures impact

Salespeople who attribute failures to lack of ability are

our self-image. Instead of serving as motivating catalysts

likely to seek help.

for change, they become demoralizing stumbling blocks
in our pathway to success. Students and professionals alike

Reactive Coping

should develop healthy and productive coping mechanisms

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol2/iss3/1
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that will enabl them to take these failures and turn them

I was a very intense little child—so much so that, when I

into empowering opportunities for growth and fulfillment.

turned five years old, my mom took me to the pediatrician

In this paper, I will examine different coping mechanisms

to discuss my intense emotions and behavior. He told

and their effectiveness in both bringing about change and

her that in order to help diffuse my inner frustrations

emotional utility.

and tension, she should buy me a punching bag; when
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Students and professionals alike
should develop healthy and
productive coping mechanisms
that will enable them to take these
failures and turn them into
empowering opportunities for
growth and fulfiillment.
f

I was feeling angry, I could take it out on the punching

Richardson: The Balancing Act

Moving Forward

bag. Reactive coping is very similar to this, typically
taking the form of emotional catharsis: venting, talking

Because of my initial failure, doors have opened, giving

with somebody, yelling in frustration, or even hitting a

me opportunities that I never would have had otherwise.

punching bag. Reactive coping can have a positive effect

I’m in a program that I am passionate about. I have been

in reducing fear and anxiety.

able to conduct research on subjects that interest me. I’ve

While there is a place for reactive or cathartic coping
and recognizing the need for cathartic outlets, strictly
focusing on these emotional responses can actually
trigger more unhealthy coping mechanisms in your
life moving forward. This is especially prevalent in
adolescents and students. There is a danger that
these emotional responses do nothing to fix the
problem; only release inner tension and can actually
be

counterproductive,

compounding

emotional

frustration when done excessively.

accepted a full-time offer at a company that I love and am
excited to help grow. I’ve even been able to help publish
articles like this one as part of the Marriott Student Review.

Ahmad Corbitt is a director in the public affairs

During the podcast, Ahmad shares the impressions he

had I let it define me, has transformed into one of the

department of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

and his wife received that led him to the career he enjoys

most impactful and catalyzing events of my academic

Saints and the former director of the Church’s New York

today and the various experiences he has had throughout

and professional careers.

office of public and international affairs. He received a BA in

his work with the Church.

In my life, I have learned that my failures have often
been some of the greatest blessings in my life. They have
been the best teachers and refiners and have helped me
developed different ways to cope or respond to failures, I
have grown as a person. So when it feels like everything

The third, most prevalent category of coping is

is crashing down, or that your plans are falling to pieces,

suppressive coping. Oftentimes, when we face adversity

don’t forget what is important. These experiences are the

or rejection, we prefer to deflect and move on without

ones that will provide the most enlightenment. When

truly recognizing or giving ourselves time to healthily

dealt with appropriately, failure is not failure; it is a tool to

cope. This mechanism has proved to be the least effective

reach our potential.

method of coping for many reasons. First, the emotional
and suppressing negative emotions does nothing to

Notes

relieve feelings. There is no internal resolution, which

Schellekens, M., Tamagawa, R., Labelle, L., Speca, M., Stephen, J., Drysdale, E., & ... Carlson,
L. (2017). Mindfulness-Based Cancer Recovery (MBCR) versus Supportive Expressive Group
Therapy (SET) for distressed breast cancer survivors: evaluating mindfulness and social
support as mediators. Journal Of Behavioral Medicine, 40(3), 414-422

and moving on does nothing to initiate personal
development. Instead of honestly assessing the situation

sociology from Richard Stockton college of New Jersey and
a law degree from Rutgers University and has been a regular
moderator and lecturer on religious freedom, interfaith
relations, and public affairs. Before that, he was a trial lawyer,
vice president, and general counsel of a New York public
communications firm and did extensive public relations work
for the Salt Lake Winter Olympic Games. Ahmad is a member
of the bars of New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania and
is a member of the Marriott School’s National Advisory
Council. He is also one of the 2014 recipients of the Norman
Vincent Peel award for positive thinking, an award whose
prior recipients include Ronald Reagan and Colin Powell. A
former stake president and mission president for The Church

responses that rejection can incur are left undealt with,

can cause issues in moving forward. Second, ignoring

BY RYAN YAuNEY

A failure that seemed like a disaster, and could have been

keep a perspective of what is truly important. As I have

Suppressive Coping

EXECUTIVE
SPOTLIGHT: AHMAD CORBITT

Lewis, R., & Frydenberg, E. (2002). Concomitants of failure to cope: What we should teach
adolescents about coping. British Journal Of Educational Psychology, 72(3), 419.
Gross & Levenson "Hiiding Feelings: The acute effects of inhibiting negative and positive
emotion

of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, he and his wife Jane are
the parents of six children.
As a guest on the Marriott Student Review podcast,
Measuring Success Right, Ahmad speaks about the
important role that inspiration played in his life. As a boy

with self-awareness, apathy sets up a pattern of stagnant

growing up in West Philadelphia, Ahmad did not originally

complacency that can be crippling in the future.

plan to become a public affairs director or study law.
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One of the most important lessons Ahmad has learned
in his work is how to respond to hatred. Ahmad explains,
“I typically try to deal with it with love. When you are cold,
turn on the heat. When there is hate, turn on the love.
There are all kinds of worldly philosophies on how to do
things. . . . You overcome hate with love and tolerance.
There are instances, since I’m African American, when
I have seen racism. When you respond with love and
forgiveness and people perceive that through the gospel,
then you have a more powerful position from which to
teach people about unity. If you get down in the dirt with
people, and you respond in kind, that helps no one and
none of it reflects the Savior. It is Him whom we serve, and
it is He who gave His life for us, so it is incumbent upon us
to try to respond his way.”
More of Ahmad’s story is available online at
marriottstudentreview.org and on Spotify, SoundCloud,
Google Play, and iTunes under the Measuring Success
Right podcast.
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Utah is known for its variety of recreational areas

billion, from which $1.15 billion was generated in total

and activities and has been one of the top states for

state and local tax revenue. Along with those record

outdoor enthusiasts through the last couple of decades.

highs, it has also been reported that tourism in Utah

Home to the famous “Mighty 5” national parks, Utah also

generated approximately 142,500 jobs in 2015 and $4.28

has forty-three state parks, two national recreational

billion in wages, which has positively impacted Utah’s

areas, one national historic site, and seven national

economy (Leaver 2017). These statistics confirm a positive

monuments, along with some of the most attractive ski

economic indicator of the state’s tourism industry.

resorts during snow season, totaling fourteen this year

Seasonal Tourism

(Leaver 2017). These state attractions have proven to be

Tourism
in
Tourism in

UTAH
UTAH
AS AN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TOOL
A S AN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TOOL
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resources in enticing visitors from different parts of the

Wrigley and Lewis (2002) found that Utah’s tourism

country and the world to visit, keeping the state’s tourism

is higher during winter months due to a large increase

industry strong during all seasons of the year. This

in skiing and snowboarding. They explained that the

diversity in travel and tourism has generated a positive

development of the winter sports industry has been very

revenue inflow from taxes for the state.

successful in areas with the right mix of resources. In the

2002 Winter Olympic Games

past, Park City was a small mining town, but it is currently
known as a world-class resort city with the highest per

Hosting the 2002 Winter Olympic Games created a

capita income and property values in the state. New

new tourism pathway for the state, and since, Utah’s state

marketing techniques, along with a large variety of

legislators and businesses have been striving to capitalize

summer and winter advertising campaigns, took effect

on the state’s tourism potential. Before the Winter

in the summer of 2012. These allowed a much larger

Olympic Games, Utah’s government did not allow much

return on investment in tourism as reported in 2013,

funding to go toward tourism branding and marketing

which has been reported to be an important strength

because that was not considered a priority. Even after

to Utah’s economy, generating jobs and wages—both

the Olympics, some legislators did not consider such

directly and indirectly—and contributing to Utah’s

funding essential because it was thought that the

overall tax base (Leaver, 2017).

legacy of that Winter Olympics would automatically
carry on afterwards. Though the number of visitors kept
increasing in subsequent years, new legislators saw a
large potential to increase revenue if certain marketing
and advertising techniques promoted the beauty and
entertainment of the state. These legislators identified
the power of the tourism industry in Utah and have
allowed a much larger budget to fill tourism initiatives
and investment in the state.

While the winter months tend to be popular with
Utah’s visitors in general, there are certain areas in the
state that are not as compatible with this seasonal trend.
Steed, Roberts, and Eastep (2014) found that central and
southern Utah tends to receive fewer visitors; many of the
southern parks close for several months of the year due
to snowfall and safety concerns. This negatively impacts
some counties’ economic development because visitors
seeking certain activities may not visit central or southern

Since the Games, the number of tourists to the state

Utah at those times of the year. However, it is more

has been positively growing year after year (with a few

common that visitors and even residents visit national

downs attributed to the financial crisis of 2008 that

and state parks during warmer months—including those

expanded into the beginning of 2009), and in 2015, Utah

in central and southern areas—due to the availability and

set a record of national park visits that recorded $8.17

services offered.
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Rural Communities
Utah’s population is mostly centered in the northern

To exemplify how tourism has influenced the economic

side of the state. While the state has numerous attractions

development in Utah, Wrigley and Lewis (2002) found

that incentivize tourist visits, several of the biggest

that the rural community of Springdale, located at the

national and state parks are situated in the corners

entrance to Zion National Park, has a population of 457

of the not-so-populated areas of the state: scattered

people yet is reported to have a full-time economic

towns located in rural counties. Some of these counties

development director because of the active tourism

count primarily on tourism activities to promote their

industry. Rural counties like Springdale rely more heavily

financial activities. Jennifer Leaver (2017) explained

on advertising to attract visitors than better-known areas,

that rural counties such as Daggett County, which is the

given that recreational activities done in these larger

youngest and least populated county in Utah, had the

areas are already well-known. In comparison to other

largest leisure and hospitality share of total private jobs

areas, the need for increasing tourism revenues in smaller

in 2016, ranking first statewide. Like Daggett County,

communities is an important issue that should not be

several other counties rely heavily on tourism to promote

overlooked. Thus, the expansion of rural communities—

investment. A study done by Hodur, Leistritz, and Wolfe

particularly

(2005) explains that counties that have small populations

significantly support local businesses that will promote

and that are dependent on seasonal tourism improve

the well-being of their residents and increase long-term,

significantly when special emphasis is given to improving

holistic economic development.

in

central

and

southern

Utah—can

their tourism services. By improving tourism offerings,
more employment opportunities are generated and the
economic development of the county and state rises
positively. Therefore, if respective governments prioritize

For a full version of this article, please visit
marriottstudentreview.org.

investment in rural areas, those actions will further
incentivize and spur tourism activities, which in turn will
bring about significant change in the well-being of the
counties’ citizens.
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Dianne Kay recently stamped the last of her Give

Hawaii. So why doesn’t Hawaii roll the dice? The state’s

Aloha campaign envelopes in a small office in downtown

distinctive geographic advantages set it apart from other

Honolulu. Surrounded by stacks of letters petitioning

tourist destinations and make legalized gambling less

state representatives to support the anti-gambling effort,

attractive. However, the location alone does not keep

the eighty-six-year-old president of the Hawaii Coalition

gambling away. HCALG and key government officials play

Against Legalized Gambling (HCALG), who has led the

an important role in preventing legislation that legalizes

organization since 1999, wrapped up another campaign.

gambling.

The Hawaii Coalition Against Legalized Gambling is a
grassroots organization that boasts the slogan “Don’t
Gamble with Aloha.” The nonprofit has worked for years to
oppose bills introduced to the legislature that might admit

In 1931, Assembly Bill 98 legalized most forms of

casinos, lotteries, or other forms of legalized gambling

gambling in Nevada. Since then, the gambling industry

to Hawaii. Its mission is “to prevent the introduction of

has grown rapidly throughout the United States, and

legalized gambling into Hawai’i and educate the public

today, the US Casino gaming market is worth $76.79

about the effects of legalized gambling.”

billion. Casinos and other gambling establishments are

Hawaii and Utah are the only states in the USA without
some form of legalized gambling. Utah’s religious
population provides an explanation for its lack of slot
machines, but Hawaii tells a different story. A top tourist
destination, Hawaii is tempting to large, gambling-based
corporations. Nevertheless, the state legislature has
rejected every bill that proposes introducing gambling to

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol2/iss3/1
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generally located near tourist areas, hence gamblers’
push to build casinos in Hawaii and
create a paradisiacal gaming center.
Nevada’s gambling hub attracted
approximately 39.01 million visitors
in 2017—and Nevada doesn’t have
white-sand beaches or waterfalls.
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Some argue that gambling would boost Hawaii’s

have promoted a family-friendly image throughout

tourism rates and strengthen the state’s strongest

their tourism industry. When announcing yearly growth

industry. However, Hawaii’s booming tourism market is

rates, the president and CEO of Hawaii Tourism Authority

part of HCALG’s explanation for why gambling is a threat

proudly stated, “It’s especially heartening that tourism

to Hawaii. Tom Kay—who is both Dianne’s husband

is supporting 204,000 jobs in Hawaii, knowing how

and an influential HCALG member—highlighted the

the industry’s success helps families, businesses and

cannibalization that could occur within the tourism

communities statewide.” Note the emphasis on “families,

industry if it introduces gambling. He remarked, “Tourists

businesses and communities.” Maybe for Hawaii, it’s

come with a fixed number of dollars to spend. . . .

not all about the revenue. Opponents

[Gambling] takes away tourist dollars otherwise spent for

of legalized gambling in Hawaii and

small businesses who really rely on [them].” Furthermore,

throughout

Hawaii’s tourism industry is based on natural assets that

concerned not only with cash, but also

have not exactly left the business crying for reform. In

with social costs.

2017, it set new record totals with $4.76 billion of visitor
spending on Maui alone. The Department of Business,
Economic Development & Tourism further projects that
visitor arrivals are expected to increase 6.1 percent in
2018. Tom even referred to a pending capacity problem,
referencing the dwindling number of empty hotel rooms.
The significance of these statistics lies in the factors
motivating more and more people to visit Hawaii. Tom
explained, “Hawaii has remained a very special attraction
unlike any other state in the US. . . . When families are
planning to have a nice vacation, if they come to Hawaii
they come to the real beauty of paradise.” Tourists fly
across the Pacific for the beaches and the palm trees. They
can find casinos much closer to home.

the

United

States

are

Tourists come with a fixed
number of dollars to spend…
[Gambling] takes away
tourist dollars otherwise
spent for small businesses.

It is key to address the socioeconomic influence that
gambling has across communities. While the gambling
can create rapid growth, it may be matched by an equally
quick decline. Mesquite, Nevada, provides an example of
volatility within the gambling industry. The small town
near the Arizona border experienced rapid growth when
its gambling industry took off in the 1990s. But when the
recession hit, the industry crumbled. Black Gaming LLC,
owner of a key Mesquite casino, filed for bankruptcy, and
layoffs were severe. Clearly, Honolulu and Mesquite differ
in size, industry breadth, and a number of additional
factors; nevertheless, gambling could still lead to
volatility or economic decline in Hawaii. Technological
progress may also threaten organized casinos and group
gambling. The online gambling industry is growing, and
new legislation suggests that it will continue to expand.

[HCALG's] mission is “to
prevent the introduction of
legalized gambling into Hawai’i
and educate the public about
the effects of legalized
gambling.”
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Hawaii’s unique culture also fosters some opposition
to legalized gambling. The phrase “don’t gamble with

As gamblers shift their attention from computers to slot
machines, the entire casino market may shift.

Aloha” represents an underlying social theme. Aloha

In terms of social costs, HCALG and anti-gambling

is a culturally significant term for people of Hawaiian

activists argue that the external costs of legalized

descent—many of whom resent recent development and

gambling outweigh the benefits. Crime is strongly

commercial growth, which has destroyed various cultural

correlated with gambling. In 2017, the Honolulu Police

landmarks on the islands. Social activists in Hawaii

Department (HPD) cracked down on illegal game rooms

oppose the commercialism associated with gambling.

because they led to other crimes. Major Larry Lawson of

Furthermore, US News and World Report states that

the HPD criminal investigation division wrote, “We know

Hawaiians’ friendliness is a draw for visitors. The islands

that game rooms are often the hubs of illegal activity
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such as drug dealing, robberies, assaults, and homicides

are disproportionately consumed by the poor.” This

represents these local organizations well and has been a

to vote in favor of legalized gambling than are elderly

have been associated with game rooms.” Hence gambling

applies to other forms of gambling as well. The “get

key player in the anti-gambling movement. Ige opposes

legislators. Waiman Mok, an economist at Iowa State

could take a toll on Hawaii’s strained police force. Casinos

rich quick” phenomenon is one that often fades with

all forms of legalized gambling and has spoken out to

University, found that in general, younger people exhibit

and gambling establishments also raise local levels

education and income. Fear of contributing to the

support HCALG’s cause. So far, the majority of legislators

more gambling behavior—have higher participation

of alcoholism, prostitution, and addictive behavior.

unequal distribution of wealth also damages gambling’s

have shared Ige’s point of view

scores—than older people do.

Addicted gamblers are subject to compulsive casino visits,

appeal to residents of Hawaii.

and voted against gambling bills.

excessive participation in games, and other addictive

However, HCALG projects that the

behaviors associated with alcoholism and drug addiction.

younger generation of legislators

Moreover, gambling-related addictions often lead to

may change the future of gambling

bankruptcy, suicide, and family problems. According to

While Hawaii’s unique environment is not particularly

the North American Foundation for Gambling Addiction

conducive to gambling, at the end of the day, the

Help, nearly ten million people in the United States have

legislators vote. Thus, HCALG works to educate not only

an addiction problem due to gambling. Beyond these ten

the local population but also the legislative body about

million victims, we must consider the families, friends,

the detrimental effects of legalized gambling. As a 501(c)

As Hawaii looks forward, it must remember gambling’s

and communities impacted by their behavior. For Hawaii,

(3) corporation, HCALG is not allowed to lobby. Tom

growth pattern and the differing opinions of the younger

a state focused on strengthening communities, these

explained that “HCALG is really set up to educate the

generation. As previously mentioned, Dianne Kay is in her

statistics are foreboding.

people in Hawaii.” However, he remarked, “The legislators

eighties. So is Tom. So are the HCALG secretaries and board

also need to be educated.” The organization invites

members. Overall, about 80 percent of HCALG members are

experts to instruct the legislature about the economic

octogenarians. Regardless of the various explanations

implications of legalizing gambling. It also works with

for the organization’s unique age dynamic, it provides a

the community and has developed a fascinating list of

representative metaphor for the relationship between

sponsors, including the Advocates for Consumer Rights,

age and support for gambling. Tom and Dianne both claim

the Buddhist Peace Fellowship, the Hawaii Bankers

that a generation gap divides gambling opinions. In their

Association, and the Hawaii State Parent Teacher Student

experience, younger members of the legislature are less

Association, and others. David Ige, governor of Hawaii,

supportive of the anti-gambling efforts and more likely

These socioeconomic effects of gambling fall heavily on
the poorer segments of the population. The phrase “a tax
on the poor” is often used to describe gambling because
gambling

corporations

usually

target

low-income

households. Melissa Kearney of the Brookings Institution
claims that “a number of studies have investigated the
demographic predictors of lottery gambling and have
tended to find that, on average, state lottery products
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in Hawaii.

This supports Tom and Dianne’s assertion that
younger generations are more supportive of gambling.
It also leaves us wondering whether youth will
age out of their gambling behavior or if the antigambling effort will lose momentum over time.
Either way, the debate about legalized gambling will
continue within the Hawaii State Legislature. HCALG is
gearing up for a volatile year in 2019 in response to the
Supreme Court ruling against the 1992 federal law which
banned commercial sports betting. After examining the
various arguments against legalized gambling in Hawaii,
we can understand how the island state has stayed
gambling free for so long: gambling does not support
the “Spirit of Aloha.” The new question is, how long will
HCALG and other longstanding political figures be able to
hold their ground?
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Forced Labor in

By Kylan Rutherford,
Gregory Hutchins, and Harrison Riehle

EVERY FOUR SECONDS, ANOTHER PERSON IS ENTRAPPED IN FORCED LABOR.
Forced labor denotes a situation in which the persons involved—women and men, girls and boys—are made or
coerced to work against their free will. This form of modern-day slavery can be exacted through violence or threats
of violence, but commonly relies on more subtle means such as accumulated debt, retention of identity papers, or
threats of denunciation to immigration authorities.
Domestic workers are among the most exploited groups, composing 24 percent of the estimated 45.8 million
forced laborers worldwide. The market for domestic workers has expanded especially rapidly in the Asia-Pacific
region; in Hong Kong alone, approximately 10 percent of Hong Kong’s workforce are domestic workers originating
from the Philippines and Indonesia (about 360,000 workers) (Hincks 2017). Ninety-four percent of these workers show
signs of exploitation or forced labor (Kang 2017). The nature of their work in a foreign country limits their access to
government protection, forces them to comply with illegally high recruitment fees, and can push them to submit to
abuse in fear of losing employment or their visa if they complain.
This article examines the domestic worker market in Hong Kong, the sources of debt bondage and abuse, and the
present landscape of the issue.
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Supply and Demand

employment agencies can charge workers up to 10

PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL ABUSES IN THE HOME INCLUDE INTIMIDATION,

percent of their first month’s salary (Bell 2017). However,

BEATING, HUMILIATION, RESTRICTING MOBILITY, WITHHOLDING FOOD,

the majority of these agencies charge more, often the
The exchange of labor between Hong Kong and the

equivalent of several months’ salary, up front.

CONFINEMENT TO SMALL LIVING QUARTERS, AND SEXUAL EXPLOITATION.

Philippines exists and thrives because it fills various

Because Filipina workers can’t afford these fees, they

needs for the individuals of both nations. As the dynamics

are referred to as “loan officers” who often have personal

of the traditional Chinese family changes and more

connections with the agencies. These lenders tend to

women enter the workforce, hiring help in the home is

charge the highest legal interest rates, around 60 percent,

becoming more of a necessity than a luxury (Cheng, 31).

and have been known to approach illegally high levels up

In addition, Hong Kong has an aging population, and the

to 120 percent (Clifford 2017). The large loan in relation

HK government—in part because of the ready availability

to the worker’s salary and the insurmountable interest

of Filipino caretakers—has done little to directly address

rates create a cycle of debt bondage. Because Filipinas

public geriatric needs (Constable, 449).

face no other promising source of income, they continue

Public opinion of Filipina women is often negative.

The 24-Hour Club approaches the issue by gaining

to renew contracts—even in abusive situations—and

They are seen as promiscuous, disrespectful, and lacking

publicity and finding advocates among students. Their

often take out additional loans simply to cover expenses,

self-control (Constable, 540). Female employers often

main catalyst for this has been hosting a twenty-four-

severely diminishing their income. Workers have little

feel the foreign domestic worker is a threat in the home

hour endurance race to raise awareness. These races draw

access to training on financial literacy, so most workers

both sexually and as a surrogate replacement to motherly

exposure to the issues facing foreign domestic workers

enter this spiral unaware.

responsibilities and status. These fears spur some of

and provide a venue for donations and activism. By

the harshest abuses. Employment agencies have little

focusing on students, this approach influences the rising

motivation to consciously pair employers and employees

generation, helps them understand these issues, and

to avoid conflict because the agency gets a fee from

teaches them how, as future employers, they can ensure

employers every time a new worker is placed. Thus,

ethical employment.

Foreign domestic work has also become a pillar of
the Filipino economy, both nationally and for individual
families. Filipina women can earn up to six times more doing
household work abroad than they can as professionals in
the Philippines (Chang 2000). Remittances from overseas
workers represent 10.25 percent of the nation’s GDP. As

Government restrictions exist both in Hong Kong and

development and economic growth in the Philippines

in the Philippines, which try to prevent this exploitative

continues to stall, exporting labor provides needed

cycle. However, because of the international nature of

currency. At a household level, mothers and daughters

the labor exchange, agencies in both countries are able

feel obligated to go abroad when no one else in the

to coordinate with each other and dodge restrictions.

family has access to promising employment. Their income

They fraudulently bookkeep by writing off fees as though

often becomes the primary source of income for not just

they were charged and processed in the other country,

immediate, but also extended family members. The heavy

preventing either government from litigating.

have been known to abuse Filipina women by punishing

bondage. As they gain awareness of the issues, many

them for quitting jobs, including retaining their passports

employers respond by researching and being more

and occasionally deceiving them into sex trafficking.

selective of recruitment agencies.

Filipinas often find themselves unprepared and living in
hostile homes.

them into foreign employment often push them to take
out loans to start work or accept exploitative contracts.

Abuse

The cycle of debt bondage makes the consequences
of quitting or getting fired detrimental, which effectively
removes a worker’s ability to complain, leave, fight back,

Because this exchange of labor serves a theoretically
opportunities, programs, and approaches to alleviate
the issue center on improving, not destroying, the
exchange. Current approaches center on the following
three aspects.

The high supply and demand for foreign domestic

or negotiate for better conditions. Because of this, abuse

workers (FDWs) has led to the creation of thousands

is especially prevalent. Physical and emotional abuses

of recruitment agencies in both Hong Kong and the

in the home include intimidation, beating, humiliation,

Philippines. These agencies match Filipina workers with

restricting mobility, withholding food, confinement to

Most employers, especially expatriates, have no

employers, charging a placement fee to both. Legally,

small living quarters, and sexual exploitation. Agencies

idea they are involved in maintaining a system of debt
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It initiates conversations among businesses to share
experiences and to work together to fight the issue. A
powerful example is The Mekong Club’s progress with the

beneficial purpose and provides needed employment

Recruitment Agencies
and Debt Bondage

forms of modern slavery like debt bondage by “engaging,
inspiring and supporting the private sector” (Mekong).

Solutions Landscape

familial and financial pressures Filipina women carry with

The Mekong Club is an organization working to fight

financial sector; the organization has been helping banks
identify criminal patterns, catch “red flags” in the bank’s
data, and track activity to help law enforcement fight
modern slavery.

Worker Safety and Well-being
Several groups currently work to alleviate specific

Publicity and Awareness

abuses that persist in the foreign domestic worker
market. Many organizations (and all recruitment centers
are required to) have established safe houses—places
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where domestic workers can stay if they are kicked out of

agencies are more motivated to invest in employee training

presidents and leaders have historically praised foreign

countries with large foreign domestic worker populations

their employer’s residence.

to secure renewed and sustained contracts instead of a

domestic workers, calling them national heroes. Filipina

will be able to replicate these approaches.

high number of placements. These agencies also provide

women enter employment opportunities believing they

job training before placement, teaching workers how to

are doing a service to their family and country, and the

complete required tasks and navigate potential issues.

allure of relatively high earning potential overshadows

These shifts have caused the first decrease in churn rate in

the debt cycle. Employers often are still ignorant of the

this industry in decades. Last year, 24 percent of contracts

exploitation in which they play a part.

Pathway is an organization which deals specifically with
pregnant domestic workers. Although firing a worker for
becoming pregnant is illegal, this often happens. Pregnant
workers have limited access to medical care while in
Hong Kong and face stigmatization and accusations of
promiscuity. Pathway seeks to provide medical assistance
and counsel for these vulnerable individuals.
Lack of financial literacy enables exploitation and leads

were renewed—an increase of about 89,000 to 110,000—
meaning workers are staying with the same employers
longer. This indicates an increased level of satisfaction of
both employer and employee (Chor 2016).

to a lack of agency and freedom once in employment.
Enrich is an organization which seeks to teach financial

Gaps

literacy to domestic workers before and during their time
in Hong Kong. Enrich’s hope is that an increase in financial
literacy will decrease the number of workers trapped in
debt slavery.

Despite the significant progress made in the past
several years, many areas remain to be addressed in

Market Solutions
Another promising approach is to directly influence
the market for foreign domestic workers by entering it.
Fair Employment Agency (FEA) has set itself up as an
alternative to exploitative recruitment agencies. FEA
acts as any other recruitment agency, except it does not
charge workers a placement fee. In addition, FEA has
created a “Fair Pledge,” which businesses can sign stating

relation to domestic workers. One of these areas is
government enforcement. Because of interdependency,
both the Hong Kong and the Philippines governments
have struggled to find effective ways reduce forced labor

Because of the nature of domestic work, almost all

the factory industry in Taiwan. Implementing solutions

the abuse Filipina women face takes place when they

in the foreign domestic worker market in Hong Kong

are isolated and behind closed doors; law enforcement

has implications for all of these industries and has the

has a difficult time preventing or even learning about

potential to motivate and inspire solutions that can

the abuse. Further, because these workers are abroad,

positively affect these other markets.

isolated, and often do not reside in Hong Kong for too long,
Filipina women have struggled to make changes through
collective action. Only recently was a group of domestic

Notes

workers able to organize and secure acknowledgement from
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The International Labor Organization that they have a right
to decent work (Boris, 411). Continued progress will require
increased international coordination among workers.
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Their Female Employers in Taiwan.” Frontiers: A Journal of Women Studies 25, No. 2 (2004):
31-52.
Chor, Laurel. “1 in 6 foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong are in forced labour, says NGO
study.” Coconuts Hong Kong. March 15, 2016. https://coconuts.co/hongkong/news/1-6foreign-domestic-workers-hong-kong-are-forced-labour-says-ngo-study/.

country of choice for many Filipina women` Hong Kong

Constable, Nicole. “Jealousy, Chastity, and Abuse: Chinese Maids and Foreign Helpers in Hong
Kong.” Modern China 22, No. 4 (Oct. 1996): 448-479.

and Hong Kong’s society, neither government wants to

is seen as the standard for how to treat domestic workers

Constable, Nicole. “Sexuality and Discipline Among Filipina Domestic Workers in Hong Kong.”
American Ethnologist 24, No. 3: 539-558.

negatively impact these workers’ opportunities.

through the Asia-Pacific, region and the mistreatment of

Hincks, Joseph. “In the World’s Most Expensive City, 1 in 10 Maids Sleeps in a Kitchen, Toilet, or
Corner of the Living Room.” Time. May 19, 2017. http://time.com/4775376/hong-kong-migrantworkers-maids-helpers-conditions/.

it are much more appealing to potential FDWs, their very

are not citizens. As visitors to the country, Filipina workers

existence is pushing other agencies to adopt ethical

do not enjoy citizenship rights. Although the Hong

practices to stay competitive. Thus, FEA and others are

Kong government has recently raised the fines charged

able to do through the market what governments have

to unethical agencies sevenfold and added obligatory

not been able to do through regulation.

jail time to violators, the Hong Kong and Philippine

workers in Hong Kong is replicated in other countries (Kuo
2014). Thus, as solutions in Hong Kong take effect, other

Kang, john. “Study Reveals 95% Of Filipino, Indonesian Helpers in Hong Kong Exploited or
Forced Labor.” Forbes. March 18, 2016. https://www.forbes.com/sites/johnkang/2016/03/18/
study-reveals-95-of-filipino-indonesian-helpers-in-hong-kong-exploited-or-forcedlabor/#7a022c577f0d.
Kuo, Lily. “Who Helps the Helpers? How Hong Kong’s “Maid Trade” is Making Life Worse for
Domestic Workers Throughout Asia.” Quartz. February 19, 2014. https://qz.com/176354/howhong-kong-maid-trade-is-making-life-worse-for-domestic-workers-throughout-asia/.
The Mekong Club. https://themekongclub.org/.

governments have struggled to enforce punishments and
regulate unethical recruiting agencies. Working together
to monitor these agencies and catch fraud is an important
next step.

these agencies to place ill-prepared workers and create a

Lack of information and awareness continues to be an

high churn rate in the workforce. Without that incentive,

issue for both workers and employers. In the Philippines,
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in Thailand, the hospitality industry in Singapore, and

domestic workers are critical to the Philippines’ GDP

protecting Filipina workers, in part because the workers

money each time they placed a worker. This incentivized

and various industries including the fishing industry

Clifford, Lo. “Hong Kong police break loan shark syndicate preying on Filipino domestic
helpers.” South China Morning Post. March 14, 2017. http://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/
law-crime/article/2078763/hong-kong-police-break-loan-shark-syndicate-preying.

workers fairly. Because FEA and other organizations like

employer-employee matching. Before, agencies received

and high recruitment fees spans across many geographies

Despite the abuse and debt, Hong Kong remains the

In Hong Kong, lawmakers have made limited progress

the additional effect of motivating effective training and

form of forced labor. Forced labor due to poor training

and improve worker conditions. And because foreign

that they encourage all their employees to hire domestic

This model adopted by FEA and similar agencies has

Over 27 million people worldwide are trapped in some
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INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT:

Medical Devices
B Y E VA N D . P O F F

Figuring out
how to price
and distribute
products when
people have to
go through third
parties to get
them becomes
a critical part
of the business
model....

a product can be sold. While our simple example of
bandages once again gets an easy, comfortable spot on
store shelves everywhere, where do you buy a prosthetic?
Which aisle in your local supermarket or even a specialty
shop would have implants? In the United States at
least, the reality is that many of these medical devices
only come to patients by way of medical centers and
clinics. That also means insurance. Figuring out how to
price and distribute products when people have to go
through third parties to get them becomes a critical part
of the business model, which is far from a traditional,
commercial approach. Managing obstacles like these
requires adopting a paradigm different than what many

Though mortal existence itself would seem to suggest

business professionals and students may be used to, but

industry stability, the unavoidable nature of illness and

once embraced, the proper mindset sets the stage for

injury alone does not guarantee success. In the United

navigating this industry’s unique challenges.

States, any aspiring medical device must first clear
regulated protocol—mandatory whenever introducing
medical devices to the American market or significantly
modifying them. This approvals process can be relatively
straightforward for simple devices with well-established
precedents. A good example of this is bandages, which
primarily require only appropriate labeling, registration,
and quality standards. However, application stringency
quickly rises as devices become more intricately and
tightly entwined with our lives. The higher the potential
of “risk” a medical device has, the more stipulations are
attached. These terms can include the FDA reviewing
Amid the gamut of human ailments and

preliminary clinical data (which itself requires prior approval)

frailties plaguing the world today, medical

before granting pre-market approval or conducting post-

devices restore and even redefine health. The

market patient surveillance to ensure acceptable outcomes.

medical device industry comprises wide varieties

Specification developers, manufacturers, and exporters

of technologies that repair life and augment living.

are also covered by these procedures, whether they see

These range from internal pacemakers to external

the device through from start to finish, create replacement

defibrillators, from full-size wheelchairs to small

parts, or only design products for others to build. Even re-

dental implants, and from individualized knee

packagers must adhere to these laws (How to Study and

replacements to institution-wide MRI machines.

Market Your Device).

Indeed, the scope of needs both general and
specific supplies an instrumental strength to
these companies.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol2/iss3/1
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Once in the market, entrants must deal with a new
array of obstacles. This can be as fundamental as how

Successful providers of healthcare solutions fare
financially well. Total revenue for the global medical
technology market last year was valued at US$405
billion (Evaluate, Global Medtech Revenue), over half of
which comes from USA companies (EY, Total Revenues).
Chunks to the tune of US$24 billion are passed around for
acquisitions like BD’s (Becton, Dickinson and Company)
of C.R. Bard, Inc. (EY, Major Medtech M&A). The numbers
are rising. In 2017, medtech R&D spending experienced
4.7 percent growth worldwide (Evaluate, R&D Spending
Growth), an expenditure equivalent to 7.1 percent of
these companies’ total revenues (Evaluate, R&D as Percent
of Revenue) and which is expected to reach US$30 billion

Companies may
take the strategy
of postponing
any patent
application... to
keep those rights
of exclusivity for
that much longer.
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this year (Evaluate, R&D Spending). The top two medical

Here, we can expect to find neurally-controlled

model is about establishing user-beneficial systems of

technology companies in the world are Medtronic,

prosthetics, IoT integrations, and increasing amounts of

interconnected services, not star products.

Inc., and the Medical Devices & Diagnostics segment

feedback that provide the data necessary to preemptively

of Johnson & Johnson (ProClinical), both based in the

repair devices before they fail.

US and projected to generate revenues of US$38.9 and

The destiny of the medical device industry lies not in
inventing innovations, but rather in integrating them.

Other devices go so far as to extend beyond natural

In creating holistic profiles and interfacing separate

humanity. The North Sense is one such product, a semi-

devices’ observations into one, perhaps the industry

Some may wonder whether these large revenues might

implanted “exo-sense” offered by Cyborg Nest to grant

will also bring us, each other, and technology naturally

house hefty profit margins. Remember, though, that such

wearers the sense of magnetic north (The North Sense

into a healthier symbiosis.

quantities of capital allow for financial security in the

Experience - Are You In or Out?). The impact of such a

face of recalls and lawsuits at worst and for continued

device transcends the body’s acquisition of additional

R&D at best. Under more typical conditions, a company

data, since the brain decides how it functionally interprets

Notes

files a patent to secure the best possible chance for

the feedback; wearers have reported augmented

making profits, but all the time spent getting the device

memory and other heightened sensory experiences

Cancerian. “Cyborg Nest North Sense? Does It Work?” Biohack.me Web forum, Biohack.me, 21
July 2017, forum.biohack.me/index.php?p=%2Fdiscussion%2F2083%2Fcyborg-nest-northsense-does-it-work

approved by the proper agencies whittles away at that

(cancerian). And for those who are looking for even more

short window of opportunity. Assuming there are no

experimental capabilities, a group known as Grinders

problems with the other aspects of commercialization,

within the biohacking movement collaborate and explore

what may start out as a nominal twenty-year USA patent

the unique world of DIY implants. These innovations

may drop to only sixteen or ten years of usable time

range from recreational RFID identification chips to

on the market if the innovation is particularly novel

echolocation-like proximity detection that can aid blind

(Morton). In such circumstances, companies may take the

individuals (Wiltz).

US$33.4 billion respectively (Evaluate, Projected Top 10).

strategy of postponing any patent application until after
a few years of development have proven successful, in
effect betting that no one else will file for a similar patent
before them in order to keep those rights of exclusivity for
that much longer. Looking at the entire process, getting
a new device to market from the initial concept averages
between three and seven years (Van Norman).

Notwithstanding these new frontiers, the true future
of the medical devices industry revolves around people,
not technologies. Instead of becoming “the go-to” by
amassing a portfolio of top-notch solutions to disparate

Evaluate. “Projected Top 10 Companies by Medical Technology Revenue in 2024 (in Billion U.S.
Dollars).” Statista - The Statistics Portal, Statista, www.statista.com/statistics/309291/top-tenmedical-technology-companies-by-revenue-prediction/, Accessed Nov 2018
—. “Total Global Medical Technology Revenue from 2011 to 2024 (in Billion U.S. Dollars).”
Statista - The Statistics Portal, Statista, www.statista.com/statistics/325809/worldwidemedical-technology-revenue/, Accessed Nov 2018
—. “Worldwide Medtech Research and Development Spending as Percent of Medtech
Revenue from 2011 to 2024.” Statista - The Statistics Portal, Statista, www.statista.com/
statistics/309305/worldwide-medtech-research-and-development-spending-as-percent-ofrevenue/, Accessed Nov 2018
—. “Worldwide Research and Development Spending Growth Rate in Medical Technology
from 2012 to 2024.” Statista - The Statistics Portal, Statista, www.statista.com/statistics/329054/
worldwide-medtech-research-and-development-spending-growth-rate/, Accessed Nov 2018
—. “Worldwide Research and Development Spending in Medical Technology from 2011
to 2024 (in Billion U.S. Dollars).” Statista - The Statistics Portal, Statista, www.statista.com/
statistics/309297/worldwide-medtech-research-and-development-spending/, Accessed Nov
2018
EY. “Selected Top Medtech Mergers and Acquisitions Worldwide in 2016-2017, by
Value (in Billion U.S. Dollars).” Statista - The Statistics Portal, Statista, www.statista.com/
statistics/277638/major-medtech-merger-and-acquisitions-by-value/, Accessed Nov 2018
—. “Total Revenues of U.S. and European Medical Technology Companies from 2009
to 2016 (in Billion U.S. Dollars).” Statista - The Statistics Portal, Statista, www.statista.
com/statistics/276293/total-revenues-of-american-and-european-medical-technologycompanies/, Accessed Nov 2018
“How to Study and Market Your Device.” U S Food and Drug Administration Home Page,
Center for Devices and Radiological Health, Mar 2018, www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/
DeviceRegulationandGuidance/HowtoMarketYourDevice/ucm2005301.htm

healthcare problems, the value that medical device

Kane, Corrina. “Prepping for Value-Based Care in the Medtech Space.” MDDI Online, Medical
Device and Diagnostic Industry, 3 Oct 2018, www.mddionline.com/prepping-value-basedcare-medtech-space

suppliers now strive for is a unified, patient-centric

Morton, Janice. “How to Protect Your Medical Patents Worldwide.” MedTech Engine,
Medeuronet, 14 Apr 2016, medtechengine.com/article/medical-patents/

experience. Healthcare is no longer a game of getting

Staying in this lucrative business requires a degree of

hospitals and clinics the best devices at the best prices.

corporate fitness, maintaining a solid base of dependable

Rather, success in the field has everything to do with

products yet also stretching into future developments.

how informed and in-control your typical customer feels.
Michael Brown, VP of National Healthcare Systems at Agfa

ProClinical. “Top 10 Medical Technology Companies Worldwide Based on Revenue in
2017 (in Billion U.S. Dollars).” Statista - The Statistics Portal, Statista, www.statista.com/
statistics/281544/revenue-of-global-top-medical-technology-companies/, Accessed Nov
2018
“The North Sense Experience - Are You In or Out?” Cyborg Nest, Cyborg Nest LTD, 2018,
cyborgnest.net/pages/steps
Van Norman, Gail A. “Drugs, Devices, and the FDA: Part 2: An Overview of Approval Processes:
FDA Approval of Medical Devices.” ScienceDirect, Elsevier, 27 Jun 2016, www.sciencedirect.
com/science/article/pii/S2452302X16300183
Wiltz, Chris. “On the Grind: The World of Do-It-Yourself Implants.” MDDI Online, Medical Device
and Diagnostic Industry, 7 Aug 2017, www.mddionline.com/grind-world-do-it-yourselfimplants

HealthCare, described this distinction while speaking

Healthcare is no
longer a game of
getting hospitals
and clinics the
best devices at
the best prices.
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with the peer-reviewed publication Medical Device and

Illustrations courtesy of Vecteezy.com

Diagnostic Industry: “The conversation needs to change
away from price and into outcomes.

. . . Patient

information [should talk to one another] in one common
area” (Kane). The implications of such an approach are
especially critical for those involved in these companies’
business decisions. After all, this “value-based” business
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common
sense
Communication:

Costigan determined that “listening” is ranked as the most

Be Personable

important oral communication skill by employers. 4

A study done at Southeastern Louisiana University
reveals that the top skills that recruiters are looking for are
soft skills, such as the following (in order of importance):

( 2 ) being respectful of others,

to Business Insider, in order to become a better active

applied to our lives at any point during the day. According
listener, follow these simple steps:
1. “Don’t monopolize the conversation.” Be more

descriptions mention “strong communication skills,” the unfortunate truth is that many young professionals
do not actually possess the skills most wanted by employers. In today’s modern, digital age, “18- to 29-yearolds have been harmed (in terms of developing social skills) by the proliferation of communication devices
in ways that are just beginning to emerge.”

concerned about asking others what they hope to
achieve, rather than pushing your own agenda.

( 4 ) taking initiative,

“Qualifications: Strong communication skills.” Although the vast majority of job

2. “Focus on the speaker, and look him in the eye.”

( 5 ) taking responsibility,

Whether you are chatting with someone on a video

( 6 ) cooperating/being a team player, and

contact to maintain engagement.

chat or in a room with thirty other people, maintain eye

3. “Appreciate first; judge later.” Avoid judging others

( 7 ) being a good communicator/
possessing interpersonal skills.

1

schools focus on abilities that are more easily tested.5
However, active listening is something that can be easily

ethical,

By Bett Andersen

than other skills such as presenting because business

( 1 ) having a positive attitude,

( 3 ) being trustworthy, honest, and

Four Keys to Communicating Your Way to the Top

The skill of active listening is more difficult to develop

for not speaking as eloquently as you might desire; listen
3

to what they have to say and to the points that they are
trying to convey.

When face-to-face interactions with others are limited, individuals will fail to gain experience in how

These seven skills, leading up to being a good

to respond to an unexpected or difficult situation. Technology (e.g., email, text, social media, etc.) grants

communicator, all have to do with how you are perceived

4. “Summarize and develop key points.” As you listen,

individuals the opportunity to decide when, where, and how to respond to any given circumstance.

2

by others and the ways in which you interact. Therefore,

determine what the speaker’s message is trying to

Although this capability to choose is great under certain circumstances, it is not always feasible or the

before honing in on becoming a better listener, presenter,

accomplish and then add your own insightful comment.

most appropriate, especially in the workplace. Any individual who is seeking employment, or would like to

or writer, be sure to build good rapport with those that

improve job performance, should strive to (1) be personable, (2) learn to listen, (3) develop presentation

you are working with. If you do have their trust, are not

skills, and (4) improve written abilities to become a stronger communicator.

viewed as a team player, or are not respectful of others,
efforts to communicate and propose change will be

5. “Finally, follow up. Send a clear, concise recap
message that summarizes all the important parts of
the meeting.” 6

inefficient and lack luster.

Learn to Listen
Christopher Morley said, “There is only one rule for
being a good talker— learn to listen.” In a study conducted
“to assess the alignment of oral communication (OC)
skills between the workforce and business schools”
accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business, researchers Kyle Brink and Robert D.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol2/iss3/1
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Develop Presentation
Skills
How hard can having a conversation, holding a
meeting, or making a presentation really be? According
to Forbes, only 62 percent of students are confident that
their oral communication skills are strong enough to help
them succeed in the workplace.7 To further demonstrate
the need for improvement, only about 28 percent of
employers agree that the students demonstrate strong
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communications skills in the workplace. Any time you

Be empathetic. When having a difficult or highly

“73.4% of employers want a candidate with strong written

your ability to be amiable, listen, present, or write, you

are presenting information to an individual or a small or

emotional conversation, strive to understand the other

communication skills.”12 A few minor grammatical errors

will not only broaden your scope of opportunities, but

large group, you will need a special skillset to engage the

person’s point of view and express understanding.

can decrease the author’s credibility and confuse the

become more effective in accomplishing your goals.

“audience,” even if it is just one person.

Although these guidelines may seem simple in

reader if a message is unclear. In order to sharpen your
skills, here are a few tips and tricks.

As our face-to-face communication decreases due

nature, entering into a conversation with the wrong

to the increase in virtual communication, schools are

body language or speaking in long, drawn out

Go back to the basics. Use online tools such as

not taking the necessary steps to mitigate the negative

sentences can derail the intended message from being

Grammarly.com, read a grammar book, or download an

effects that living in a high-tech world has on students.

properly communicated.

app to help you learn to avoid common grammatical

1 Michael Jones, Cindi Baldi, Carl Phillips, and Avinash Waikar, "The Hard Truth
about Soft Skills: what recruiters look for in business graduates." College Student
Journal 50, no. 3 (2016): 426, http://link.galegroup.com/apps/doc/A466783191/
AONE?u=byuprovo&sid=AONE&xid=0f8713d0.

errors and make sure your sentence structures and

2 Jones, Baldi, Phillips, and Waikar, “The Hard Truth,” 427.

grammar are clear.

3 Jones, Baldi, Phillips, and Waikar, “The Hard Truth,” 424.

“Business-meeting skills and conflict resolution are two
OC competencies that are over-looked in the typical
college business curriculum.”8 The following guidelines

I m p r o v e Wr i t i n g A b i l i t i e s

(although not comprehensive) can be used to start

While Siri might be able to dictate our text messages

improving your ability to convey the right message and

and bots, like Conversica, are able to correspond with

persuade the audience.

individuals via email, writing is still a very necessary skill

Know your audience. Research, observe, or inquire
about who your audience is, what they are interested in,

phrases to make your writing look more “advanced” or
“sophisticated.” The clearer and more straight forward a
text is (especially in business), the faster your point will
get across, and the greater success you will have.

discussing it and avoiding a robotic rehearsal of facts.

Practice and proofread. As you are striving to

“There is only one rule
for being a good
talker—
learn to listen.”

improve your writing skills, be sure to apply what you
learn, write as much as possible, and proofread before
sending anything out to the public. 14 Although our means
of communication are evolving as dependence upon

Listen. Similar to active listening, as discussed earlier,

technology increases, the need for strong communicators

read the audience as you present. Adapt the presentation

is that much stronger. With only 7 percent of human

or conversation and your own body language to their

communication being attributed to spoken words,

nonverbal cues. A well-rehearsed presentation does

strong communication skills are more vital than ever.15

not benefit an audience if they do not connect with the

If you want to be able to stand out among your peers

speaker. Similarly, a crucial conversation can be redirected

in the workplace, prove to the 72 percent of employers

with the right nonverbal cues.10

who don’t believe that students demonstrate strong

Speak with clarity. Do not use more words than you

communication skills that you can.

4 Kyle E. Brink and Robert D. Costigan, “Oral Communication Skills: Are the Priorities of the
Workplace and AACSB-Accredited Business Programs Aligned?,” Academy of Management
Learning & Education 14, no. 2 (June 2017): 209. doi:10.5465/amle.2013.0044.

5 Brink and Costigan, “Oral Communication Skills,” 209.
6 Omar Tawakol, “I’m a CEO and the most underrate business skill is one most people

Association of Colleges and Employers reveals that

Be Passionate. Be enthusiastic about the topic

passionate about a subject matter is being comfortable

in the workplace. 13
Keep it simple. Do not use complex words or

primary objectives of those you are speaking to.9

audience knows how you truly feel. Part of being

course. In such a course, you will learn the basics needed

in the workplace. In fact, a study done by the National

and how they communicate. Be sure to understand the

on which you are presenting and make sure that your

Take a business communication or writing

Notes

16

are terrible at,” Business Insider, August 16, 2018, https://www.businessinsider.com/
communication-business-skill-2018-5.

7 Michelle Riklan, “Five Hacks to Improve Your Workplace Communication Skills,” Forbes,
September 7, 2017, https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2017/09/07/fivehacks-to-improve-your-workplace-communication-skills/#6c52fe4933a6.

8 Brink and Costigan, “Oral Communication Skills,” 211.
9 “Career: What Employers Mean by “Good Communication Skills,” Capella University,

March 12, 2018, https://www.capella.edu/blogs/cublog/what-employers-mean-by-goodcommunication-skills/.

10 Nick Morgan, “How to Become an Authentic Speaker,” Harvard Business Review 86, no. 11
(2008): 118, https://hbr.org/2008/11/how-to-become-an-authentic-speaker.

11 Alison Doyle, “Communication Skills for Workplace Success,” The Balance Careers, last

modified November 4, 2018, https://www.thebalancecareers.com/communication-skillslist-2063779.

12 Kaleigh Moore, “Study: 73% of Employers Want Candidates with this Skill,” Inc., April 7,
2016, https://www.inc.com/kaleigh-moore/study-73-of-employers-want-candidates-withthis-skill.html.
13 Etelka Lehoczky, “How to Improve Your Writing Skills at Work,” Forbes, March 9, 2016,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/nextavenue/2016/03/09/how-to-improve-your-writing-skillsat-work/#678848cd899b.
14 Karen Hertzberg, “How to Improve Writing Skills in 15 Easy Steps,” Grammarly Blog, June,
15, 2017, https://www.grammarly.com/blog/how-to-improve-writing-skills/.
15 Thai Nguyen, “You Don’t Say? Body Language Speaks Volumes More than Words,”
Entrepreneur, November 24, 2014, https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/239831.
16 Michelle Riklan, “Improve Your Workplace Communication Skills.”
Illustrations courtesy of Rawpixel.com and Freepik.com, with minor alterations made.

By strengthening

need to and think through what you will say before you
open your mouth.
Be friendly and respectful. Help those you are
communicating with know that you care about them and
their ideas. Focus your attention on them and you will
most likely get the same respect in return.11
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Then, they have breaks from school when they try to

Simplifying. – Simplifying may mean giving up worldly

enjoy long periods of sleep, family time, and recreation.

success and fancier things for other priorities. For example,

In alternating, a person must determine if sacrificing time

parents may opt to have a more modest home and cars,

with family, friends, and self-care is worth the period of

as well as less stressful, time-consuming jobs, in order to

focus on hard work.

spend more time with their kids. Simplifying is a give and

Outsourcing. With some planning and money, people
can have someone else do parts of their life that they

Contemporary adults often feel like a juggler keeping
multiple balls up in the air, frantically trying not to let one
ball drop. Or, they try to balance their external and internal
lives equally, like an acrobat standing precariously on a
board placed on a ball, teetering from side to side trying
not to come crashing down onto the floor. The authors
of Beyond Juggling do not think modern life is a hopeless

don’t want to do, so they have more time to work on

For each strategy, the authors give real-life examples

things they enjoy. For example, Jane, a busy CEO of a

to help the reader relate and apply the rebalancing

small start-up, may have someone else clean her home so

techniques. For example, Jared and Monica are both

that she has more time to work and to be with her family.

professors at a university with a toddler son, Sam. They

But despite the amazing benefits, Jane must plan (which

try to keep Sam in the campus day-care center for as

takes time and money) to guarantee these tasks are done

little time as possible by alternating their work schedules,

and done right. Also, Jane can’t effectively outsource

doing some techflexing, and outsourcing when necessary.

building family relationships. She still needs to find the

Jared and Monica do whatever they need to do to keep all

time to do that herself.

their balls in the air.

Bundling. – The principle of bundling is to combine or

The problem with life’s juggling act is that “solving the

is to help you, the reader, rebalance your life by achieving

try to get more out of each activity or event in your life.

balance dilemma is a never-ending process.” There are

three objectives:

Mothers often use this strategy to rebalance their lives.

many possible scenarios that can disrupt our delicate

For example, when a mom is going shopping, she may

balancing act, such as a lost job, a new baby, or a

take a child with her to have a one-on-one conversation

desperately sick spouse. As life throws us a new challenge,

with the child. She might also plan a luncheon date

we can readjust our balancing plan and select other

with a friend in the same part of town that she has a

strategies that will enable us to handle our new normal.

between work and non-work and the reasons why
you juggle.
2. Examine five alternatives to juggling and gauge

doctor’s appointment. When bundling, it is important to

your aptitude for each strategy by taking a series of

neither lose the ability to enjoy the moment nor become

tests that are found in the book.

frustrated when you cannot bundle every activity.

3. Plan to rebalance your life incorporating the various
strategies outlined in the book.

B y K u r t S a n d h o l t z , B r o o k l y n D e r r,
K a t hy B u c k n e r, a n d D a w n C a r l s o n

As you read the book and take the tests, you may
experience moments of self-discovery as you pinpoint
your own strengths in these alternatives to juggling:

Each person’s situation is unique. A rebalancing
strategy should be tailored to your specific needs. The
authors’ hope is that after you read the book, “you will

Techflexing. Using technology to streamline life is

adopt something – an idea, a framework, an example –

becoming commonplace. Ordering groceries online

that helps you get beyond juggling on the journey to a

and working from home while having Web meetings

richer, more satisfying life.”

and conference calls with co-workers are only a couple
of examples. The drawbacks and benefits of techflexing
are dependent upon the person and the situation. One

Alternating. In this strategy, a person focuses on work,

person may enjoy the peace and quiet of commuting in a

S a n F r a n c i s c o , CA : B e r r e t- Ko e h l e r
Pu b l i s h e r s , I n c . , 2 0 0 2 .

then focuses on relationships and self-care. Students are

car, while another person might want to work from home

often in the alternating situation where they alternate

and eliminate the commute. The goal of techflexing is

B o o k Re v i e w b y M a r i a n n a R i c h a r d s o n

between periods of high-stress and long study hours.

making technology your servant, not your master.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol2/iss3/1
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stick with your priorities.

morass of struggle and stress. The aim of Beyond Juggling

1. Understand how you are currently juggling

Beyond Juggling:
Re b a l a n c i n g Yo u r B u s y L i f e

take strategy; it takes practice and a determination to

Dr. Sandholtz is a professor at the Marriott School
of Business.
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strategies for overcoming them—that women face

Management Team, Pinch Pennies, Know What Business

professionally. While recognizing and demonstrating

You’re In, and Get a Real Strategy.

gendered workplace barriers, Sandberg also articulates

Get the Right Management Team. Dunlap describes not

that women need to stop being victims and take control

only his dream team, but the reason behind their role. For

of their experiences. In fact, she suggests that women

example, he hates “yes men” and loves to butt heads with his

have a responsibility to step up.

team. “Look for people who challenge you and have ideas,”

Sandberg’s message is interwoven with practical advice

he suggests. “They will stimulate you and the company.”

for how women and men can work together to mitigate

Pinch Pennies. Dunlap shares his tactics for

the gendered obstacles faced at work and at home. Some

“trimming the fat.” In these sections, it is clear to see

of her tips for women include seeking diverse experiences

that Dunlap uses the same common sense the rest of

to prepare for leadership, advocating for yourself rather

us do; he is even relatable to those unfamiliar with

than waiting for recognition, learning a new skill every

business. While many businesses have corporate jets

eighteen months, and working with your partner to find

and cars and other assets, for Dunlap, these are the

the appropriate work-life balance for your situation.

first to be trimmed. Hence, he is nicknamed “Rambo

As a woman working towards a professional career, I

in pinstripes”: he represents the common folk and

feel validated, reassured, and empowered by Sandberg’s

annihilates antagonists to successful businesses. He

message.

even talks like Rambo: he uses direct, straightforward

Increasing

awareness

of

the

legitimate

gendered barriers that exist at work and home allows us
to take steps toward mitigating their negative effects and
offering true freedom of choice to both men and women.

Lean In

This means supporting both women at work and women

language with some expletives sprinkled throughout.

M e a n B u s i n e s s : H o w I S av e
B a d C o m p a n i e s a n d M a ke
G o o d C o m p a n i e s G re a t

at home. Likewise, it means supporting men at work and
by Sheryl Sandberg

men at home. Ultimately, this ideal offers an opportunity

By Albert J. Dunlap and Bob Andleman

B o o k Re v i e w b y A l ys s a C l a r k

for individuals to pursue their personal development to

B o o k Re v i e w B y J e n n i f e r G o l d s b e r r y

maximize divine gifts, talents, and ambitions to make a
To attain greater gender equality in the workplace,
women must actively lean in to their work, take a seat at
the table, and advocate for themselves and other women.
Using social science research to back up her personal
experiences, Sheryl Sandberg shows that gender
discrimination still exists in the workplace and argues
that not only can it be remedied, but it can also yield great
benefits for individuals, companies, and society.
Sandberg’s experiences and advice are useful to all
readers, regardless of gender, but her message is explicitly
written to outline the unique barriers to success—and
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meaningful difference in the world.
Sandberg’s message is intended to begin a conversation
about what we can be doing better, and how. She states,
“I have written this book to encourage women to dream
big, forge a path through obstacles, and achieve their full
potential. I am hoping that each woman will set her own
goals and reach for them with gusto.” Each chapter offers
practical advice, given candidly and from the perspective
of someone who wants to see other women succeed
according to their own definitions of success.

Business is simpler than it is made out to be. Al
Dunlap argues in his book, Mean Business: How I Save
Bad Companies and Make Good Companies Great, that

Know What Business You’re In. “Focus like a laser,”
Dunlap advises. When he was working for Scott Paper, the
company had to make decisions to sharpen their focus.
“Are we a coated paper company or a tissue company?”
These two products are very similar, yet it is important to
Dunlap that focus remain on fewer items of business. With
a strict focus, there is a lesser likelihood that a company
will fail by taking on too many projects. It is easier to
balance just a few items.

the principles he teaches, if understood, would make

Get a Real Strategy. This final rule is almost a

schools of business everywhere obsolete. The way

combination of all the rules before it. Once the standards

Dunlap writes, basic business principles are broken down

are set regarding a management team, a budget, and the

very simply (“Remember that business is simple: don’t

company’s vision, one must stick to them. All of these

overintellectualize it,” he writes), which makes the book an

become a strategy that is never to be strayed from again.

easy read for anybody. Part II is the most important part

In the end, “[b]usiness is simple. It’s about doing the right

of the book, as it helps his readers get into the mindset

things on a consistent basis.”

of business professionals and learn very generally how to
run a business. Dunlap has four simple rules: Get the Right
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and remind us that it is never too late to discover what
we were meant to do.
Zookeepers are very passionate about the work they
do, and many felt called to zookeeping at a young age;
in fact, 84 percent of those surveyed by Thompson

This book is for anyone who has wondered what they
are doing with their lives and what needs to be changed.
Read this book, sincerely consider the activities, and
soon you will be able to find meaning in your work or
point your lives to something more meaningful.

and Bunderson replied that their “jobs are meaningful
and make a difference.” 1 One zookeeper interviewed
told a story of a nun and her class on a field trip to
the zoo. While working in the elephant enclosure, the

Dr. Thompson is a professor at the Marriott School
of Business.

zookeeper heard the nun tell the children, “See the kind
of job you get when you don’t finish your education?”
This particular zookeeper held a master’s degree. 3 The

Notes

long hours, low pay, and hard labor do not dissuade

1 Thompson, Jeffrey A., and J. Stuart Bunderson, The Zookeeper’s Secret (American Fork:
Covenant Creations, 2018), 16.

zookeepers from doing what they love.

2 Thompson and Bunderson, The Zookeeper’s Secret, 34.

The Zookeeper’s Secret is divided up into “heresies”:

3 Thompson and Bunderson, The Zookeeper’s Secret, 16.

false and limited views people may encounter while
seeking their callings in life. The seven heresies teach
that anyone can find a calling in life; your calling is not
singular, and you can find many callings. The path to

T h e Zo o ke e p e r ' s S e c re t
By Jeffery A. Thompson & J. Stuart Bunderson
B o o k Re v i e w B y E r i c a K n i g h t

your calling is not up to you, but once you reach the
end you will see every piece fall together. The path
to your calling is not easy, but you do not need to set
aside your calling to help your family and find meaning
in what you do. Each chapter on a heresy includes

“What do you want to be when you grow up?” As
we get older, we stop asking each other this question
because we are supposed to have already achieved
our desires. However, we may not have decided on
our life’s mission yet. Jeffery A. Thompson and J. Stuart
Bunderson invite everyone to find his or her calling in
life and discover that it is never too late to do what you
were meant to do. The authors had their own circuitous
career paths before settling on teaching and research,
and they have taught many individuals who have had
their own doubts about whether they were on the
right path. The authors’ stories, along with their friends’

activities for you to reflect on your own life.
Heresy number six states that when you find your
calling, the world will take notice. One activity asks the
reader to contemplate, “What types of projects would
you be willing to volunteer for, without the possibility of
pay?” 2 This question struck me, and despite considering
myself very altruistic, I was surprised at how difficult it
was to name what I would be willing to do without pay.
I spent some time after this reexamining my efforts as
a student, and I now ask myself this question when I
contemplate internship and job opportunities.

stories, led to the publishing of The Zookeeper’s Secret
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol2/iss3/1
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